
ExzoSwap Introducing Non-Custodial Crypto
Wallet for all Crypto Buyers

TAMPA, FL, USA, June 29, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Exzo Network is

releasing a blockchain technology that

lets users pay through crypto money.

Through ExzoSwap, people can buy

and sell their cryptocurrencies without

having to worry about the technology.

"We are very excited to announce the launch of our non-custodial crypto wallet. With this

technology, we can help people take control of their digital assets without having to rely on

We believe that this will help

to give users ownership of

their own digital assets on

multiple different

blockchains and give more

people access to the

benefits of blockchain

technology.”

Founder of Exzo Network

centralized exchanges," said the Exzo Network

developers.

The new service will allow users to buy, sell, and trade

cryptocurrencies directly from their Exzo wallet without

having to go through a centralized exchange. This will give

users more control over their digital assets and help them

avoid fees associated with traditional exchanges.

"We believe that this will help to give users ownership of

their own digital assets on multiple different blockchains

and give more people access to the benefits of blockchain

technology," said the founder.

The launch of ExzoSwap is an important step in its mission to provide people with the tools they

need to take control of their finances. The company is committed to helping people around the

world access the benefits of the digital economy."

To learn more about ExzoSwap, please visit: https://exzo.network.

Exzo Network is a blockchain company that is building the next generation of financial services.

The company is on a mission to provide people with the tools they need to take control of their

finances and participate in the digital economy. Exzo Network's products include Exzo Swap, a

non-custodial crypto wallet that allows users to buy, sell, and trade cryptocurrencies without

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://exzo.network


Exzo Network presents ExzoSwap non-custodial

multi-chain secure crypto wallet.

having to go through a centralized

exchange.

The non-custodial crypto wallet,

ExzoSwap, supports multiple

blockchain networks, including Bitcoin

(BTC), Ethereum (ETH), and 1inch

exchange's coin selection which

includes Fantom coin (FTM). The

ExzoSwap app will provide the latest

news from different sources in order

for users to stay updated on what is

going on within this ever-changing

world of cryptocurrency.

The Exzoswap crypto wallet will

provide users with the latest

information on how to buy, sell and

trade NFTs. The service offers a variety

of storage options for these new digital

assets including Ethereum (ETH) or

Polygon Token (POLY). 

With this wallet, users can view all sorts of helpful features such as quotes from popular

exchanges that are currently trading these tokens in addition to displaying their prices over time

so it's easy when deciding whether to buy something new.

For more information about ExzoSwap Wallet, please contact marketing@exzocoin.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/578876865
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